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Make-Up Artist Certificate

Make-Up Artist Stand-Alone Courses

Make-up artists become experts in the use of the latest beauty products,
and use them to dramatically improve their clients’ natural appearances.

NSE 21 Back to the Basics - Hands on
Makeup Boot Camp
$50

CTF 10 Breaking Into the
Make-Up Artist Industry

Thur 6-9pm
Nov 14

$240

Tue 3-6pm
Oct 15-Dec 17 OR
Tue 6:45-9:45pm
Oct 15-Dec 17
Explore the inner workings of the make-up artist industry. Learn
make-up history, the beauty business and make-up artistry
techniques that will help shape a career within this industry.
This is a course for novices and beyond.
A list of materials required will be provided.

CTF 11 Make-Up Applications
for the Industry

Join this exciting class and learn how to use all that makeup you have
at home. This hands on course utilizes all the tips, tricks and techniques
you need to know to apply your own makeup. Class time will cover
brows, eyes, face and lips. The instructor will assess your makeup
bag products, and will guide and instruct you during the class while
providing various demonstrations. This class is recommended for
beginners.
Note: Bring your own makeup, makeup remover, any other products
you use regularly, and a hand held mirror.

NSE 22 All Eyes on

$240

Thur 3-6pm
Oct 10-Dec 19 OR
Thur 6:45-9:45pm
Oct 10-Dec 19
Learn and practice professional makeup artistry techniques
to develop the necessary skills the industry demands. A list of
required cosmetic materials will be provided by the instructor.
Prerequisite: CTF10 (Breaking into the Make-up Artist
Industry).
Materials Fee: $30 The materials fee provides students
with hygienic products, not MAKE UP, while in class. Studio
supplies are utilized in class during class time only.
Note: Please bring all materials obtained from CTF10 with
you to this course.
Note: Please refer to page 29 for additional make-up courses
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Me: Beginners

$50

Thur 6-9pm
Nov 21
This hands on makeup workshop will teach you how to create a day
look, an evening look, a soft glam look, and a true smokey eye. The
instructor will guide and instruct you during the class while providing
various demonstrations. This class is recommended for beginners.
Note: Bring your own makeup, makeup remover, any other products
you use regularly, and a hand held mirror.

NSE 23 All Eyes On Me: Intermediate to Advanced

$50
Thur 6-9pm
Dec 5
This hands on makeup workshop will continue where the beginners
class left off. The instructor will guide and instruct you during the class
while providing various demonstrations. This class is recommended
for those with intermediate to advanced application skills.
Note: Bring your own makeup, makeup remover, any other products
you use regularly, and a hand held mirror.

